
 

 

 

 

 

 

Energy Medicine Practitioner 
Energy Medicine is the wave of the future in Healing.  It has been known to help heal the body 

on a cellular level.  We use this acclaimed effective healing technology.  The Tesla & Dr. Rife’s 

PEMF device technology is already FDA approved for bone fractures and tissue swelling, 

however, it can also effectively address many other areas of the body’s health disturbed tissues.   

The PEMF device is declared by many to recharge the user’s cellular voltage.  It is known to help 

get oxygen and nutrients into the body’s cells and to help get toxins out.  It has been acclaimed 

by many worldwide to accelerate their healing.  It is reported to do this by energizing the cells 

and cleaning up each cell’s efficiency.  The TeslasPEMF device we use is called ELECTRO PEMF 

THERAPY.  You can watch videos for further knowledge of this protocol at TeslasPEMF.com .  We 

are “voltage regulated” not chemically regulated.  The critical understanding is to know that 

people are mostly made of energy and are not just a chemical and biological assembly.  Our 

bodies are mostly bio-magnetically assembled and are living beings which are always vibrating.  

Everything that exists has its own frequency.  Our bodies have a unique and adjusting frequency.  

Necessary to this is to understand that we are no longer getting the full natural 7.8 hz to 10 hz 

gravitational field from earth as we are so often spending 90% of our time indoors. 

 

The critical Electro PEMF therapy has been around for a long time.  World famous scientists, Dr. 

Raymond Rife and Nikola Tesla understood this, and created these PEMF devices to help our 



bodies heal themselves.  This energy system cleans the cells and helps them to function again as 

they did when we were a stronger healthier 20 year old. 

 

We have 30 to 100 trillion cells in our body.  This PEMF treatment stimulates the mitochondria 

and is reported to help create additional numbers of the body’s healthy stem cells.  Cells that 

can not operate with energy are often the cause of degenerative diseases.  We need to energize 

and shake the cells to clean them and help them remove the damaging toxins.  Then healthier 

energized cells, birthing up to 25 million new cells per hour, can create more stem cells and can 

improve greater healing potential.  When our cells are strong and can more efficiently take in 

sodium and potassium nutrition and more easily extrude damaging toxins, then they can free us 

from the many cell damaging and disabling problems which are often health disasters 

 

People using the PEMF device are now declaring that they have increased their body’s energy, 

provided better circulation, improved sleep, improved muscle circulation and performance, 

decreased inflammation and swelling, improved oxygenation in tissue, enhanced cellular repair 

and recovery, improved immune system, reduced depression, and reduced pain.  The PEMF 

treatment uses safe low energy and low intensity pulses. After introducing this exact pulsing 

frequency of low energy directly into key areas of the body, (energy only 1/1,000 the strength 

of the energy that a cell phone radiates into the body) then the PEMF system is able to revitalize 

the exact cells needing the most attention sooner for a more energized and cleaner life cycle. 

 

This device uniquely creates over 2,500 exact health directed frequencies including:  

cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, organ function, bone health, vitamins, minerals, circulatory 

system, body toxins, allergies, heavy metals, fatty acids, and meridians.  You put your hand on 

an energy collection sensor for one minute, then that device employs the Chinese hand 

acupuncture system to analyze the body, not a diagnosis, and produces an education only report.  

This educational report is transferred to a 100 to 120 page database, and is swift and non-

invasive and importantly does not even need to draw any blood.  It almost instantly provides a 

comprehensive education only health indications report including a further explanation of each 

of the body’s over 50 separate areas.  This report of the possible condition of the body’s various 

body parts and tissues is the important path to know so that you may then use the TeslasPEMF 

frequency system more effectively. 

 

You can take these results to your doctor so he or she can verify the potential health concerns 

and discuss further possible additional attention which may be due. 


